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EVENT : Workshop on “Validating your Web Startup Idea”
Event dates : 3,5,7,9th of April 2020

Total Duration : 4 hours

Instructor : Mr.Nitish Manoharan, BMSCE alum, USC alum, 2x Founder.

Mode : Online Workshop
Total participants Registered : 58

BMSCE IIC , BMSCE Startup Cell collaborated with Ivy Club to organize workshops for
students interested in innovation and entrepreneurship.
This Workshop marked the beginning of the collaboration.

Validating your Innovative Startup Idea :
Do you have an idea for an online startup? Not sure how to get started? Join us for this

workshop where we will refine your idea, validate them, and put together a quick MVP.

Learning Plan for Workshop is as follows:
This workshop will have 4 sessions. Each session will be 1 hour and it happened over
Zoom meet. Here is the plan:

Session 1: Idea brainstorm
Session 2: Market research and survey
Session 3: Plan MVP
Session 4: Build MVP

Workshop Outcomes: 4 ideas by 4 different teams were generated and validated
App for better health services , Website for book writers and readers, Website for gadget reviews,
Website to find people who have similar interests.
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Brief Summary of all the sessions :

Session 1 :
Idea brainstorming was done. Those who had an idea of a web start-up were
asked to speak about it and share it with everyone present. Participants were
asked to conduct a self evaluation process on our idea where they ask
questions themselves like what problem our idea is solving, whether the
solution is feasible or not, who the target audience is, who are the competitors
and how are we going to earn from it.

Session 2 :
Students were split into breakout rooms where each team was asked to
choose an idea and go through the self evaluation questions. Later they were
guided on how they could conduct a survey for their product to check
whether the people are interested in it or not and take suggestions from them
before adding or deleting certain features.

Session 3 :
The survey results of each team were analysed and discussed and suggestions
were incorporated by each team. Students were also taught on how they could
build a fakedoor(MVP) for their website or app to test the actual number of
people who would finally end up using the product which most of the
students think it was very new, innovative and definitely an effective way to
judge the success of a product even before investing a lot of money on it.

Session 4 :
Each team presented the idea of how their fakedoor would look like and how
eventually they would react to the response they get by conducting this test.
Further different, free as well as very cost effective tools were given hint of
by which they could create a website including a fakedoor were introduced
and the workshop was concluded with an assurance that students were free to
consult any doubts regarding the startup in the future.
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Poster :

Few pictures/screenshots of the event :


